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Protection on the road. One recent unique furlough experience was reporting at the church in Virginia
where Dan grew up, and the following week reporting at the church in Wisconsin where Opal grew up.
In February we were in WI, MI, NC, and SC. While we were in Michigan, we ended up getting caught
in “white-out” conditions, with practically zero visibility. We made our way to Wisconsin while driving
on roads with impacted snow and ice. In Northern Wisconsin, we found ourselves in a snow storm and
made an unanticipated stop at a hotel, just a dozen miles from a forty-vehicle pileup on our southern
route. The following day we saw vehicles upside down, imbedded in the snow, and stranded. As we
continued south, we were just minutes away from several wrecks caused from slippery rain. Having
finished that trip, days later we made our way to North Carolina, and our van’s speedometer passed the
250,000 mile-mark on the way. We are grateful for the Lord’s provision of a vehicle that has been
dependable for many, many miles, and for His protection in the middle of precarious weather conditions.
Ebenezer Bible College and Seminary’s (“IPES”) Master of Ministry block course. From January
7-11, Caleb French taught a course on worship to a class of thirty-five students. Although Dan and Wes
Barley worked together on the logistics, Wes took a week from his deputation schedule to travel to
Hermosillo to coordinate the week. This was one of the very few of the 50 Master of Ministry courses at
IPES that Dan has missed. Coordinating the postgrad program is one of the activities that Dan has been
turning over to dedicate attention to further equipping Latin American pastors through TEAM Mobile
Seminary. Dan was very happy to know that the postgrad week was so successful without his presence.
Wesley Barley’s ordination. It was an honor for Dan to participate in Wes’s ordination questioning on
February 13 and later participate in his ordination on the 24th. We are excited for the Barleys as they
near the completion of deputation to head to Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico.
Kid’s Corner. Damaris is growing in her art ability. Daniel turned 14 on January 21. Abby will take her
ACTs in April. Anna made the Dean’s List last semester at BJU and continues to work hard at college.
Please pray for us as we continue to travel on furlough. In March we will be at churches in South
Carolina and West Virginia. Dan will be in Phoenix for a week to attend MGMI’s staff conference.
Thank you for your prayers!
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